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Abstract
Chapter 1 of this thesis concerns counterfactual conditionals. David Lewis has
offered a natural and influential analysis of counterfactuals. But the analysis fails
to take into account the asymmetry of entropy, and comes to grief precisely because
of that failure. The cause of the grief is that processes involving the increase of
entropy are exceedingly sensitive to small changes in their final conditions.
Chapter 2 concerns robust dispositions. Drop an ordinary rock into hydroflu-
oric acid, and-almost no matter what is going on far away-it will dissolve. In
other words, the rock displays a disposition to dissolve that is robust with respect
to small variations in its environment. Why is it that so many objects display ro-
bust dispositions to melt, cool down, explode, hatch, and so on? Because entropy
increases over time.
Chapter 3 concerns conscious experience. Take any world with fundamental
dynamical laws rather like ours, but in which entropy doesn't increase. Take any
system in that world that changes state by changing thermodynamically. That
system has no experiences whatsoever. That's because (in such worlds), in order
to have an experience it is necessary to display certain robust dispositions. And
such systems fail to display the requisite dispositions.
Thesis Supervisor: Ned Hall
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1
Counterfactuals and Entropy
1.1 Introduction
This morning Gretta took an egg out of her refrigerator and at 8:00 cracked it onto
a hot pan. What if she hadn't cracked the egg? Certainly matters after 8:00 would
have been different-for example, at 8:05 there wouldn't have been a cooked egg
on the pan. But (it often seems to us) matters before 8:00 would have been much the
same. For example, even if Gretta hadn't cracked the egg at 8:00, she still would
have taken it out of her refrigerator at 7:55.
That's an instance of the asymmetry of counterfactual dependence-(roughly) that
later affairs depend counterfactually on earlier ones, and not the other way around.
Several analyses of causation rely on counterfactuals that exhibit this asymme-
try.1 Causal decision theory does, too.2 And one might invoke the asymmetry
of counterfactual dependence to explain an apparent asymmetry of openness: the
feeling that while the one true past is fixed, many different alternative futures lie
ahead.
David Lewis [21] defends an analysis of counterfactuals intended to yield this
'See, for example, [191, [26].
2See [10], [20].
asymmetry. Lewis is loath to rule out backward causation and future-to-past coun-
terfactual dependence a priori. So his analysis doesn't have any time asymmetry
built in. Instead, it is designed to yield the desired asymmetry when combined
with a de facto feature of the world he calls the asymmetry of overdetermination.
This chapter applies some reasoning from statistical mechanics to Lewis's anal-
ysis. It turns out that in many cases that involve thermodynamically irreversible
processes, Lewis's analysis fails. Furthermore, the analysis fails in an instructive
way: one that teaches us something about the connection between the asymmetry
of overdetermination and the asymmetry of entropy.
1.2 Lewis's Analysis
For present purposes we can take Lewis's analysis of counterfactuals to be the
following:3
The counterfactual "If A were true, then C would be true" is true if and
only if C is true at the A-world that is most similar to the actual world.
(An A-world is a world at which A is true.)
To make the discussion concrete, recall the example from the previous section.
At 8:00, Gretta cracked open an egg onto a hot frying pan. According to the analy-
sis, are the following counterfactuals true?
(1) If Gretta hadn't cracked the egg, then at 8:05 there wouldn't have been a
cooked egg on the pan.
(2) If Gretta hadn't cracked the egg, then at 7:55 she wouldn't have taken an egg
out of her refrigerator.
3The analysis given isn't Lewis's analysis exactly (Lewis complicates matters to deal with the
case in which there is no most similar A-world), but the added complications don't matter for
present purposes. So I'll use Stalnaker's (simpler) analysis. [21] gives some reasons outside the
scope of the present discussion for preferring Lewis's analysis.
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To answer, we must first ask: of the no-crack worlds (worlds in which Gretta doesn't
crack the egg), which one is closest (i.e., which one is most similar to the actual
world)? In order for the analysis to yield the asymmetry of counterfactual depen-
dence for this choice of antecedent, it has to turn out that the closest no-crack world
is one in which:
(A) history before 8:00 is almost exactly like actual history before 8:00; and
(B) history after 8:00 differs significantly from actual history after 8:00.
If the closest no-crack world meets these conditions, then counterfactuals such
as (1)-ones describing how matters after 8:00 would be different if matters at
8:00 were different-will often turn out true, but counterfactuals such as (2)-
ones describing how matters before 8:00 would be different if matters at 8:00 were
different-will almost never turn out true.
So the crucial question is: Does the closest no-crack world meet conditions (A)
and (B)?
1.2.1
Lewis stipulates that the following criteria 4 determine how similar a given world
is to the actual world:
(I) "It is of the first importance to avoid big, widespread, diverse violations of
[actual] law."
(II) "It is of the second importance to maximize the spatio-temporal region
throughout which perfect match of particular fact [with the actual world]
prevails." [21]
4I list only the first two members of Lewis's list of criteria since the other two play no role in the
following discussion.
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Let us follow Lewis in assuming that the laws of nature are deterministic, in or-
der to explore how the asymmetry of counterfactual dependence might arise even
under such laws. In other words, let us assume that the state of the world at one
time, together with the (fundamental dynamical) laws, determines the state of the
world at all other times.
To see how criteria (I) and (II) work under deterministic laws, imagine that you
are a god looking down at all of actual history. Your job is to perform the minimal
modification that results in a world in which Gretta does not crack the egg.
One strategy is to make modifications so that in the resulting world, (i) Gretta
doesn't crack the egg, and (ii) no actual laws are violated. Let W1 be the resulting
world. Since W1 differs from the actual world at 8:00, and since no laws are violated
at W1, it follows from the assumption of determinism that W1 differs from the
actual world at all times (see Figure 1-1).
W30
W 8:00
IC
W2
W1
Figure 1-1: Comparison of three no-crack worlds. The straight solid line labeled "@" rep-
resents history in the actual world. W1 (the thin solid line) contains no violations of actual
law, and so differs from the actual world at all times. W2 (the shaded line) matches actual
history until shortly before 8:00, at which time a small divergence miracle (marked by a
star) occurs. Thereafter history in W2 diverges from actual history. W3 (the dotted line)
differs from actual history up until shortly after 8:00, at which time a convergence miracle
occurs (marked by a many-pointed star). Thereafter history in W3 perfectly matches actual
history.
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Another strategy is to introduce a tiny miracle (violation of actual law) shortly
before 8:00. The strategy is to leave everything before the miracle untouched but
to have the state just after the miracle evolve (via the laws) into a future in which
Gretta doesn't crack the egg. (Perhaps the miracle is that a few extra neurons fire in
Gretta's brain, getting her to put the egg back in her refrigerator rather than crack
it.) Let W2 be the resulting world.
How do these first two strategies compare? W 1 and W2 are on a par as far as
(I) goes: neither contains big, diverse violations of actual law. But W2 beats W1 on
criterion (II): while no spatio-temporal region of W1 matches the actual world, the
whole region before the miracle in W2 matches the actual world.
A third strategy is to introduce a miracle shortly after 8:00. The strategy is to
leave everything after the miracle untouched but to have the state just before the
miracle evolve backwards (via the laws) into a past in which Gretta doesn't crack
the egg. Let W3 be the resulting world. Whether this third strategy is promising
depends on how big of a miracle is required.
Lewis thinks that a very big, diverse, widespread miracle is required to imple-
ment the third strategy. Here's his idea: Suppose that the miracle in W3 occurs at
8:05. Then W3 matches the actual world perfectly after 8:05. In the actual world
after 8:05, there are many traces of Gretta's having cracked an egg: Gretta has mem-
ories of cracking an egg, there are bits of cooked egg stuck to the pan, and so on.
We may even suppose that Gretta's voyeuristic neighbor videotaped the cracking
of the egg. So after 8:05, W3 also contains all of those varied traces.
That's what W3 looks like after 8:05. What about before 8:05? W3 is a world
in which Gretta doesn't crack the egg. So in WV right before 8:05, there aren't any
traces of her having cracked the egg. (In § 1.5 we'll see that the argument commits
a crucial error at this step.) Yet we just saw that in W3 right after 8:05 there are
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tons of traces5 of her having cracked the egg. So the miracle in W3 has to take
care of making all of those (misleading) traces, and that requires doctoring Gretta's
memories, the bits of egg stuck to the pan, the neighbor's videotape, and so on.
That's enough doctoring to require a big, widespread, diverse miracle.
If all of this is right, then the second strategy (ensuring that Gretta doesn't crack
the egg by putting in a miracle before 8:00) has a giant advantage over the third
strategy (ensuring that Gretta doesn't crack the egg by putting in a miracle after
8:00). The purported advantage is an instance of an alleged asymmetry of miracles:
Ensuring that Gretta doesn't crack the egg by putting in a miracle be-
fore 8:00 requires only a tiny miracle, but ensuring that Gretta doesn't
crack the egg by putting in a miracle after 8:00 requires a huge miracle.
If there is such an asymmetry, then W2 counts as closer than W3 because W2 con-
tains only a tiny miracle while W3 contains a huge one. Granting for the sake of
argument that there are no other likely candidates, it follows that the closest no-
crack world is a world such as W2-one whose history perfectly matches actual
history until shortly before 8:00.
Recall that this is just the result needed in order for the analysis to yield the
asymmetry of counterfactual dependence. For then it will turn out that if Gretta
hadn't cracked the egg, history after 8:00 would have been different (potentially
very different) than it actually is. And it will turn out that if Gretta hadn't cracked
the egg, history before 8:00 would have been exactly the same as it actually is,
except for a small transition period immediately preceding 8:00.
Note that this whole account rests on the asymmetry of miracles. If the boxed
statement above is false-if somehow the third strategy can be implemented with
a small miracle-then there is no reason to think that W2 is closer than W3, and
5For convenience I use a non-factive sense of "trace". That is, I use "trace" in such a way that
from the fact that there are traces of an explosion it does not follow that there was an explosion. I
use "memory" similarly.
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hence no reason to think that the analysis yields the asymmetry of counterfactual
dependence.
The boxed statement above is false.
The third strategy can be implemented with a small miracle.
It will take a little statistical mechanics to see why.
1.3 Sensitivity to Final Conditions
1.3.1
To keep things simple, pretend that the laws of nature are the laws of Newtonian
mechanics.6 Then to specify the state of the world at a time it is sufficient to specify
the positions and momenta of all of the particles that exist at that time. The set of
physically possible states is called phase space. A specification of how the particles
move over time corresponds to a trajectory through phase space. (Each point on
the trajectory corresponds to the state the system is in at a particular time.)
Let So be the state of the world at 8:00-a state in which Gretta is about to crack
the egg into the pan. Over the course of five minutes, So evolves into Sl, a state
in which the egg is sitting on the pan, cooked (see Figure 1-2). To repeat: starting
with So and running the laws forwards for five minutes results in S1. We can also
look at things in the other temporal direction: starting with S, and running the
laws backwards for five minutes results in So.
The aim of this section is to show that the process that gets from S, to So by
running the laws backwards is extremely sensitive to certain small changes in S,.
We've assumed that the laws are deterministic, and so assumed that any given
6The discussion remains in relevant respects the same if we consider more sophisticated (deter-
ministic) laws. When such laws are in play, a more complicated transformation plays the role that
velocity-reversal plays in the upcoming discussion.
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so
Before cracking
Egg falling towards p n
Egg falling towards pan Starting to cook
Sl
Completely cooked
Figure 1-2: The So-to-S1 process. Time increases from left to right. The egg oozes out
of the cracked shell and drops down toward the pan, where it splats on the pan, making a
noise, slightly heating up the surrounding air, and setting up some vibrations in the pan.
Then the egg cooks by absorbing heat from the pan.
state has a unique lawful past just as it has a unique lawful future. Nevertheless, it
is easier to think about running the laws forwards than it is to think about running
them backwards. So we will investigate the process of running the laws back-
wards to get from S1 to So indirectly, by investigating the following closely related
process.
Let ZA be the velocity-reverse of SI-the result of reversing the velocities of all of
the particles in S1. Like S1, Z1 is a state in which the cooked egg sits on the pan.
But Z, has an unusual future: the particle motions that result from starting with
Z, and running the laws forwards are exactly the motions that result from starting
with S, and running the laws backwards. In other words, the five minutes that
lawfully follow Z, involve the egg uncooking and then jumping back up into its
shell. The resulting state (at the end of the five minutes) is Zo, the velocity-reverse
of So (see Figure 1-3).
As far as positions of particles go, the process that gets from S, to So by running
the laws backwards is exactly like the process that gets from Z, to Zo by running the
laws forwards. So in order to show that the first process is sensitive to certain small
changes in Si, it is enough to show that the second process is sensitive to certain
corresponding changes in Z1.
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Figure 1-3: The Zi -to-Zo process. The cooked egg uncooks by giving up heat to the (already
very hot) pan. Meanwhile, molecules in the pan start to coordinate to form a pattern of
vibration converging on the center of the pan. Air molecules around the room begin to form
a series ofspherical waves that converge on the pan. Just as the egg finishes uncooking, the
coordinated action of these inward-directed air waves and pan vibrations congeals the egg
into a round shape and propels it vertically toward the waiting open shell, which then seals
around it.
1.3.2
A process in which a cooked egg sits on a pan and gradually cools is unremarkable.
In contrast, a process in which an egg spontaneously uncooks and jumps back up
into its shell (such as the Z1-to-Z0 process) is amazing. We would be shocked if
such a process were to occur. Yet both processes are perfectly in accord with the
(fundamental dynamical) laws.
Let COOKED be the set of states that are exactly like Z1 with respect to coarse-
grained macroscopic parameters (such as temperature and pressure distribution).
All of the states in COOKED are ones in which a cooked egg sits on a pan; these
states differ from each other only in microscopic respects.
Some of the states in COOKED (such as S1 ) have futures in which the egg acts
in ways that we would consider thermodynamically normal: for example, futures
in which the egg just sits there and cools. The rest of the states in COOKED (such
as ZI) have futures in which the egg acts in ways that we would consider thermo-
dynamically abnormal: for example, futures in which the egg uncooks and jumps
into the air. Let AB be the set of members of COOKED with abnormal futures.7
7Here my terminology follows the terminology in [1].
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There is a tradition dating back to Boltzmann of trying to explain, for exam-
ple, the scarcity of instances of egg-uncooking-and-jumpings by appealing to the
scarcity of states in COOKED with abnormal futures. More precisely, the tradition
appeals to the following fact:
AB occupies only a tiny part of the phase space volume occupied by
COOKED (on a natural way of measuring such volumes8 ).
For present purposes, it doesn't matter whether the fact that AB is so tiny can serve
the purposes of the Boltzmannian tradition. What matters is simply that AB is so
tiny.9 Even more important than the size of AB is its shape. AB does not consist of a
single compact blob. Instead it consists of a dispersed pattern of minuscule specks
and thin strands. Z, is a member of AB, and so it sits on one of those specks or
strands. Since the specks are so minuscule and the strands so thin, almost all of the
states near Z1 in phase space are not members of AB. 10
A small change in phase space location (for example, a change that gets from
Z1 to one of Z1 's neighbors) might correspond to two sorts of changes to particles.
It might correspond to slight changes in the states of many particles. Or it might
correspond to slight changes to the states of just a small, localized bunch of par-
ticles. Call this second sort of change a small-miracle change. The purpose of the
preceding discussion is to make plausible the following empirical claim:
Since so little of the phase-space neighborhood of Z, is within AB, some
small-miracle change of Z, results in a point outside of AB.
This claim tells us something about the sensitivity of the Zl-to-Z0 process. While
Z1 itself has an abnormal future (one in which the egg uncooks and jumps back
into its shell), most of the states near Z1 have normal futures-ones in which the
8For the details on how to measure the volumes of regions of phase space, see [15] or [28].
9See, for example, [24], [25], [28].
10David Albert puts this fact to different use in [1].
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egg just sits on the pan, cooling. And some of these neighboring states differ from
Z1 merely by a small-miracle change. We already knew that starting with Z, and
running the laws forwards yields a process in which the egg uncooks and jumps
back into its shell. What we just learned is that starting with Z1, making the right sort
of small-miracle change, and then running the laws forwards yields a very different
process-one in which the egg just sits on the pan, and never jumps back into its
shell.
1.3.3
It is worth making vivid the manner in which such a small difference in initial
state can lead to such dramatically different processes. To do so we'll compare
the ZI-to-Z0 process with a modified process whose starting state differs from Z,
by a small-miracle change. For concreteness, suppose that the starting state of the
modified process can be gotten from Zi by slightly changing the positions of a
small bunch of molecules in the pan. Suppose also that the starting state of the
modified process has a normal future.
The two processes start out much the same: in both, a cooked egg begins to
uncook and air molecules engage in complicated preliminary motions that in the
ZI-to-Z0 process will lead to them forming converging spherical waves. But there
is a tiny difference between the processes in the motion of a few molecules of the
pan.
In the modified process, the pan molecules whose positions were changed
bump into neighboring molecules, making the trajectories of those neighbors differ
from the trajectories of their counterparts in the Z1-to-Z 0 process. The complicated
patterns that in the Z1-to-Z0 process lead to the formation of inwardly directed
vibrational waves are, in the modified process, disrupted by these changed tra-
jectories. The disruption spreads: In the modified process, air molecules bump
into the surface of the pan in slightly different ways than they do in the Z1 -to-Zo
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process, making them move in ways that increasingly differ from the ways their
counterparts move in the Z 1-to-Z0 process. These disrupted air molecules alter the
trajectories of their neighbors, interfering with the coordinated motion needed to
form inwardly directed air waves.
The upshot is that in the modified process, the inwardly directed air waves and
pan vibrations never form. So while in the Z1 -to-Z0 process the uncooked egg ends
up being propelled back up into its shell, in the modified process the egg just sits
on the pan.
1.3.4
The whole point of investigating the process that gets from Z, to Zo by running the
laws forwards is to shed light on the process that gets from S, to So by running the
laws backwards. The main lesson-that the ZI-to-Z0 process is very sensitive to
certain small changes in Z1-leads immediately to a corresponding lesson about
the S1-to-So process.
Suppose that a small-miracle change gets from Z, to Z', a state with a future in
which the egg just sits on the pan. Then a corresponding change gets from S, to
S1, a state with a past in which the egg just sits on the pan. In other words, the past
history of S' is one in which the egg was never cracked onto the pan.
1.4 There is No Asymmetry of Miracles
1.4.1
Go back to being a god looking at all of actual history. We know that you can
guarantee that Gretta doesn't crack the egg by inserting a small miracle before 8:00,
and then evolving that modified state forwards according to the laws. The crucial
question is: can you guarantee that Gretta doesn't crack the egg by inserting a
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small miracle after 8:00, and then evolving that modified state backwards according
to the laws? At the end of § 1.2, we saw that if the answer is yes, there is no reason to
believe that Lewis's analysis yields the asymmetry of counterfactual dependence.
But because the SI-to-S0 process is so sensitive to small changes in S1, the an-
swer is yes. Take the actual state of the world at 8:05. Modify it by appropriately
changing the positions of a few molecules in the pan as was illustrated in the pre-
vious section (i.e., make the small-miracle change that gets from S, to S'). Now
evolve this changed state backwards according to the laws. The result is a past his-
tory in which the egg never fell onto the pan, and hence is a past history in which
Gretta never cracked the egg onto the pan.
Therefore, in this case there is no asymmetry of miracles, and hence in this case
Lewis's analysis fails to yield the asymmetry of counterfactual dependence.
1.4.2
The history of the actual world, from a time-reversed point of view, is quite amaz-
ing. Eggs uncook, congeal and get propelled up into waiting shells. Coordinated
waves in the earth conspire to eject meteorites out into space. Air and ground
waves push rubble up the sides of a mountain in time-reversed landslides. The
processes that look so amazing in reverse are the so called thermodynamically irre-
versible processes-processes that are associated with increases in entropy.
In § 1.3 we saw that the egg-uncooking-and-jumping process is fragile. If you are
watching the history of the world backwards and see an egg starting to uncook,
all it takes is a small miracle to disrupt the finely coordinated action required for
the egg to completely uncook and be propelled upwards. But the point is general:
many thermodynamically irreversible processes are fragile in this way.
Every thermodynamically irreversible process is sensitive to changes in its end
state that correspond to small changes in phase space location. Whether such a
process is sensitive to a change in its end state that corresponds to a small-miracle
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change depends on the degree of coupling between the parts of the system that
undergoes the process. Make a small-miracle change to the end state of a process
and run the laws backwards. Certainly the change disrupts the coordinated move-
ment of the process in the neighborhood of the change. If the parts of the system
are strongly coupled, then the region "infected" by the change (i.e., the region con-
taining particles whose trajectories are greatly altered from what they would have
been without the change) will grow rapidly.11
Many ordinary thermodynamically irreversible processes are strongly coupled
in this way, and so are sensitive to small-miracle changes in their final conditions.
(Examples include the processes of milk mixing into coffee, glasses shattering, wa-
ter boiling, and balloons popping.) So the violation of the asymmetry of mira-
cles described in § 1.4 is no fluke-similar violations arise in many other mundane
cases.
1.5 Traces
1.5.1
The world that we've used to make trouble for Lewis's analysis is W3, a world
gotten from the actual world by inserting an appropriate small miracle at 8:05 and
evolving the changed state backwards according to the laws. W 3 makes trouble for
the analysis because it is a no-crack world that (i) contains only a tiny violation of
actual law and (ii) matches the actual world perfectly after 8:05.
In § 1.2.1 I gave some (faulty) reasoning concluding that there is no such world.
We're now in a position to see how that reasoning goes wrong. Here is the reason-
ing:
1. At 8:05 the actual world contains traces of Gretta's having cracked the egg.
11I borrow "infected region" terminology from Tim Maudlin, who puts it to different use in [23].
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2. So immediately after 8:05 W3 also contains those traces.
3. But since W3 is a world in which Gretta doesn't crack the egg, immediately
before 8:05 W3 does not contain those traces.
4. Therefore a large trace-manufacturing miracle occurs in W3 at 8:05.
The error is in step 3. Though Gretta doesn't crack the egg in W3, at 8:05 W3 is filled
with false traces to the contrary
Let's look at how those extremely misleading traces are formed in W3 .
We'll start by seeing what W3 looks like from a future-to-past perspective. Then
we'll take the time-reverse to see what W3 looks like from an ordinary (past-to-
future) perspective.
Start with the state of the actual world at 8:05. The cooked egg sits on the pan.
Apply an appropriate small-miracle change by altering the positions of a small
bunch of molecules of the pan. The resulting state is the state of W3 immediately
before 8:05. Now run time backwards. We already saw that the egg just sits on
the pan (since the miracle interferes with the formation of the coordinated waves
required to congeal the egg together and propel it upward). The history of the egg
as we continue to run time backwards looks increasingly like the (past-to-future)
history of an ordinary egg. The egg cools and eventually rots.
More generally, the situation is as follows. At 8:05, W3 matches the actual world
except for a tiny infected region (the region in which the miracle occurs). As we run
time backwards, the infected region rapidly expands. Within that region, what we
see looks (from our backwards-in-time vantage point) thermodynamically typical.
(For example, eggs get more rotten as time gets earlier.) Outside of that region,
events look thermodynamically reversed. (For example, eggs get less rotten as time
gets earlier.)
Now look at W3 in the ordinary (past-to-future) direction. In the distant past,
the infected region is huge. Within that region are events that look thermodynami-
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cally reversed. Events outside the infected region look thermodynamically typical.
At 8:00 the infected region includes a cooked egg sitting on a pan in Gretta's
kitchen. Over the next five minutes, the egg warms up, and by 8:05 is in a state
that would suggest that it had been recently cracked on that pan and cooked. This
suggestion is entirely misleading. The egg was never raw and was never cracked
onto the pan. Long ago, the egg formed in the pan as a puddle of rotten slime, and
got into its 8:05 state by a process of reverse-rotting.
All of the traces in W1 of the egg-cracking were formed in such ways. Each such
trace was formed by an anti-thermodynamic process-by what would seem to be
a finely tuned conspiracy in the motions of large numbers of microscopic particles.
1.5.2
In W3 at 8:05, all signs point to Gretta's having cracked the egg. The cooked egg sits
on the pan. Gretta remembers having cracked the egg onto the pan. The neighbor's
videotape encodes images of Gretta cracking an egg. Offhand it might seem as
though the only lawful way for all of those traces to have been formed is by Gretta's
having cracked the egg at 8:00. More generally, one might agree with Lewis that
there is an asymmetry of overdetermination-that "very many simultaneous disjoint
combinations of traces of any present fact are determinants thereof; there is no
lawful way for the combination to have come about in the absence of the fact."
([21]:50)
But that's all wrong. It only takes a small miracle to make the difference be-
tween the actual world (a world with many veridical traces of the egg-cracking)
and W3 (a world in which those same traces are all highly misleading). In general,
the existence of apparent traces of an event (together with the laws, and together
with the absence of evidence that those traces have been faked) falls far short of
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entailing that the event occurred. 12 ,13
12David Albert makes a similar observation in [2].
13A slightly modified version of this chapter appears as [8].
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Chapter 2
Dispositions and Entropy
2.1 An unimpressive magic trick
For my next trick, I, the Amazing Predicto, will predict what will hap-
pen to this perfectly ordinary rock in various circumstances. Watch as I
place the rock in a cup on an empty table. Now you get to choose: shall
I fill the cup with cold water, or with hydrofluoric acid?
The cold water? Fair enough. I predict that the rock will... cool off. And
lo! According to this thermometer, that is just what the rock is doing!
Applause
Now for my final prediction: I predict that once I pour out the water
and pour in the acid, the rock will dissolve.
He does so, and the rock dissolves
Again I am shown to be correct!
Standing ovation, gasps of astonishment
This magic trick is unimpressive because it's easy to predict what an ordinary rock
will do when placed in an undisturbed cup of cold water or strong acid. That's
because rocks display a consistent pattern of behavior in these circumstances. Fur-
thermore, this pattern of behavior is not a coincidence. Rocks have a microphysical
structure that disposes them to cool off in cold water, and to dissolve in hydroflu-
oric acid.
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What makes Predicto's job especially easy is that rocks have robust dispositions.
For example, during the first part of the trick, even if an apple had fallen from a
nearby apple tree, the rock would still have cooled in the cup of water. And even
if Predicto had poured slightly more acid on the rock during the second part of the
trick, the rock still would have dissolved. The rock's disposition to dissolve counts
as robust because it is insensitive to modest environmental modifications. That is
just to say: even if the environment had been different in each of a wide variety of
ways (for example, if the apple had fallen from the tree, or if Predicto had poured
slightly more acid), the rock still would have dissolved.
Many objects manifest dispositions to cool off in cold water, to dissolve in
strong acid, and to engage in many other sorts of fairly specific changes that in-
volve the flow of heat, or the completion of chemical reactions. Call these sorts of
changes thermodynamic changes. Furthermore-as in the case of Predicto's rock-
often these dispositions are robust.
It is a pervasive and important feature of our world that lots of objects manifest
robust dispositions to engage in thermodynamic changes.
Here is another pervasive and important feature of our world: entropy in-
creases over time. For example, it often happens that ice cubes melt in cups of
warm water, but it never happens that ice cubes spontaneously form in warm wa-
ter.
These two features of the world are connected. It is the increase of entropy over
time that explains why objects manifest robust dispositions to engage in thermo-
dynamic changes. That's my main claim.
To support this claim, I'll explain why these sorts of dispositions require the
increase of entropy. In other words, I'll explain why, in worlds in which entropy
doesn't increase (but which have fundamental dynamical laws rather like the ac-
tual laws), not many types of objects display robust dispositions to engage in ther-
modynamic changes.
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2.2 Dispositions and conditionals
A rock sits in a cup of water. The rock has many dispositions. It is disposed to
just sit when in water, to dissolve when in acid, to vaporize when heated to one
million degrees, and so on. In the simplest case, each of the rock's dispositions
is associated with a corresponding true conditional statement. For example, in
the simplest case, the rock is disposed to dissolve when in acid if and only if the
following conditional is true:
If the rock were in acid, it would dissolve.
The trouble is, it's easy to come up with cases that break the above connection
between an object's dispositions and the conditional statements that are true of
it.1 Suppose, for example, that the rock sitting in water is guarded by Ann. Ann
loves that rock, and can tell the difference between water and acid. If the rock
were surrounded by acid, then Ann would very quickly inject a strong base into
the rock, neutralizing the acid. So if the rock were surrounded by acid, it wouldn't
dissolve-Ann would save it. Yet (as it is, sitting in the water) the rock is disposed
to dissolve when in acid.2
This sort of example shows that the simplest analysis of dispositions in terms
of counterfactual conditionals won't do. Nevertheless, in a great many ordinary
cases, this simple analysis is correct. For example, take a case in which the rock sits
in water, but no meddlesome guardians or other interfering environmental factors
are present. In that case, the rock would dissolve if it were in acid. In this sort of
case, the rock has the disposition to dissolve in acid if and only if it would dissolve
if it were in acid.
In the following, I'm going to discuss only those basic cases in which the simple
analysis of dispositions is correct. So I'll use disposition-talk (e.g., "The rock is
1For a presentation of many such examples, and a critical discussion of attempts to construct
conditional analyses that avoid them, see [9].
21 owe this example to Michael Fara.
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disposed to dissolve when in acid") interchangeably with conditional-talk (e.g.,
"The rock would dissolve if it were covered with acid").
The first order of business is to give an analysis of the sort of counterfactual
conditionals that underly dispositions in these basic cases.
2.3 The time-slice method
2.3.1 How to check what the rock would do
A rock sits in a cup of water. If the rock had been in hydrofluoric acid instead,
would it have dissolved?
The time-slice method is a method for answering such questions.3 It's not a
method that anyone would use in practice, but rather a vivid way to motivate a
partial analysis of counterfactual conditionals.
In the first instance, the method works only if the fundamental laws of nature
are deterministic-that the state of the world at any one time determines, via the
laws, the states at all other times. Odds are, the actual laws of nature aren't deter-
ministic. But the deterministic case is easier to discuss, so I'll start with it. §2.6 says
how things change when indeterministic laws are in play.
Here is the method: Start with the state of the world at the time in question. At
that time, the rock sits surrounded by water:
3For similar analyses, see [16], [3], [23], [17]. The following presentation was greatly influenced
by the one in [23].
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Change the state by replacing the water with acid:
(The black dots represent acid molecules.) Now look at what lawful future fol-
lows the changed state. (By the assumption of determinism, there will be a unique
lawful future.) Say, "Yes, the rock would have dissolved" if and only if the lawful
future following the changed state is one in which the rock soon dissolves.
Pretend that it's your job to use this method. You start with the state of the
world at the relevant time. So far, so good. Now you must change the state by
replacing the water with acid. You might rightly complain that your task has been
underspecified. "Should I use a very weak concentration of acid, or a very strong
one?" you might ask. "In addition to replacing the water with acid, should I
also change the color of the shirt of a nearby spectator? How exactly should the
molecules of acid be arranged?"
Some of these questions are answered by the context in which our original ques-
tion (the one about what the rock would do) was asked. For example, the fact that
we'd been recently discussing the fearsome powers of pure hydrofluoric acid an-
swers your question about what concentration of acid should replace the water
(pure). Some other questions are answered by the principle: don't make gratu-
itous changes. That settles, for example, whether to muck around with the color of
the bystander's shirt (don't).
Still others of your questions aren't answered by either of the above guidelines.
What's worse, there are no good grounds for answering them one way rather than
another. For example, settling the state of the acid in full detail means settling the
exact microscopic state of each molecule of the acid. Nothing in the context of the
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original question gives detailed enough guidance to do that, and neither does the
instruction to avoid making gratuitous changes.
So there is no single state that is the best candidate for playing the role of "how
things would have been (at the relevant time) if the rock had been surrounded
with acid". Instead, there is a multi-way tie for first place between many candidate
states-call them the admissible states-each equally deserving of the role.
I've drawn a few of them below. Note that they differ as to the exact arrange-
ment of the acid molecules:
I I I I
Each admissible state has a unique lawful future. In the simplest case, the rock's
dissolving behavior is the same in each of these futures. Then we needn't break the
tie for first place in order to answer our original question, since the choice of how
to break the tie wouldn't affect the answer. If the rock dissolves in all of the futures,
our answer is "The rock would dissolve". If it fails to dissolve in all of the futures,
our answer is "The rock wouldn't dissolve".
In a more realistic case, not all of the admissible states agree on whether the rock
would soon dissolve. That is, some of these states have lawful futures in which
the rock dissolves, and others of them have lawful futures in which it doesn't. In
realistic cases, it may well be that almost all-but not quite all-of the admissible
states have futures in which the rock dissolves. Perhaps a few freakish admissible
states have futures in which the rock fails to dissolve. For example, in one such
state, the acid is configured so that it will spontaneously move away from the rock
and flow up and out of the cup.
In the light of these freakish admissible states, what should we say about
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whether the rock would dissolve if it were covered in acid? I'm of two minds
about this. On the one hand, the existence of these freakish states seems to entail4
If the rock were covered in acid, it might not dissolve.
According to some counterfactual logics (ones that endorse a "not-would-not"
reading of "might"), this entails
It is not the case that if the rock were covered in acid, it would dissolve.
On the other hand, this conclusion goes against our ordinary way of talking
about what rocks would do. Ask anyone who knows about acids what would
happen to a rock if it were covered in hydrofluoric acid, and she'll tell you that it
would dissolve.
One thing is clear: the existence of the freakish admissible states is perfectly
compatible with the rock having the disposition to dissolve in acid. I'm interested
in whatever sort of conditional explains the rock's having of that disposition. So
(at least for that sort of conditional), it is true that the rock would dissolve if it
were in acid, even in the light of rare admissible states that lead to the rock doing
something other than dissolving.
So the method should be: consider the set of admissible ways of replacing the
water with acid. If all of these ways-or all except a very tiny proportion of these
ways-lead to the rock dissolving, then say that the rock would have dissolved. If
not, don't.
Here is a difficulty.5 The time-slice method yields that if the rock had been in
acid, a future would have obtained that follows lawfully from one of the admis-
sible states. But for each such future F, the method (generalized in the obvious
4Thanks to Alex Byrne for pointing out to me the strong connection between the existence of
freakish admissible states and the truth of a corresponding "might" counterfactual.
5I thank Frank Arntzenius for bringing the difficulty to my attention. He learned of it from
Douglas Kutach, who grappled with a similar difficulty in constructing his own analysis [17].
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way) also yields that if the rock had been in acid, F wouldn't have obtained. That's
because all but one of the admissible changed states don't lead to F. That seems
at first to be a shocking combination of conclusions. If for each admissible future,
it wouldn't have obtained, then doesn't it follow that none of them would have
obtained?
Paying attention to the form of the analysis makes this combination of con-
clusions less shocking. The time-slice method counts a counterfactual as true if its
consequent dominates-is true in all but a tiny proportion of the admissible futures.
And there's no problem with saying that no particular future dominates the set of
admissible futures, even though their union does.6' 7
The method as described so far is highly specialized. It only helps check the
truth of a single claim:
If the rock had been covered in acid, it would have dissolved.
But the method is easy to generalize, as follows.
2.3.2 Generalizing the method
Consider a claim of the form:
If it had been that A, then it would have been that C.
Assume that the antecedent (the claim that A) concerns matters at time t,8 and that
the consequent (the claim that C) concerns matters after t. Start with the state of the
6I owe this point to Andy Egan.
7Another way of handling the difficulty-the way chosen by Kutach in [17]-is to have the
analysis yield degrees of assertibility for conditionals claims, rather than truth values. For example,
instead of yielding that "If the rock had been in acid, it would have dissolved" is true, the analysis
would yield that this claim is assertible to degree x, where xA is the proportion of admissible changed
states that lead to the rock dissolving.
8The requirement that A concerns matters only at t is quite strict: it is the requirement that A
has the same truth value at every pair of worlds that are alike at t. Indeed (as was pointed out to
me by Robert Stalnaker), only very special counterfactuals have antecedents that are about a single
time. The analysis can be extended to allow for antecedents that concern some short stretch of time
surrounding t.
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world at t. Look at each way of changing that state that (i) makes the antecedent
true, and (ii) avoids gratuitous change. Call the result of making each such change
an admissible state. Each admissible state has a unique lawful future. If in all of
these futures (or in all but a tiny proportion of these futures) the consequent is
true, then count the claim as true. Otherwise, don't.
Time to turn the method into an analysis:
The time-slice analysis: A claim of the type described above is true if
and only if the time-slice method counts it as true.
It's worth noting two differences between this analysis and the analysis of
Lewis's that was criticized in the previous chapter. The first is that the time-slice
analysis, unlike Lewis's analysis, does not invoke any miracles (violations of ac-
tual law). The second is that the time-slice analysis has a built-in time-asymmetry.
It concerns itself only with counterfactuals whose consequents concern times later
than the times that their antecedents concern. In contrast, Lewis's analysis is time-
symmetric.
2.3.3 Phase space
To understand how the time-slice analysis works, the notion of phase space will
come in handy.
Start with a toy example-an isolated system consisting of a single point parti-
cle confined to move on a line. Here's a snapshot of the system at a time when the
particle is at position 1.75, and is moving to the right at a rate of 2 units per second:
0 1 2 3
In order to specify the state of the system at a time, it is enough to specify the
position and velocity of that particle. Equivalently, it is enough to specify a point
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from the following space:
V 2
units / sec
1-
-1
I I I ,'X
1 2 3
Each point of the space represents a state for the system to be in at a time: the
x coordinate of the point represents the particle's position at that time, and the v
coordinate represents its velocity Call this space the system's phase space.9 In the
figure above, I've marked the point of the space that represents the state: particle
is at position 1.75 and is moving with velocity 2 units per second.
In order to specify the history of the system over a certain time interval, it is
enough to specify what state the system is at each time in that interval. We can do
that by drawing a trajectory through phase space. Here's an example:
9Classical phase spaces typically represent particle states in terms of position and momentum,
rather than position and velocity. But I've used velocity for simplicity, since the difference won't
matter for present purposes.
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X
In the history represented by this trajectory; the particle zips quickly to the right
until it reaches x - 3, then turns around, creeps slowly to the left, and settles near
x = 1. (By the way, I haven't drawn the trajectory in full detail. To do that I'd have
to label each point of the trajectory with a time, and there isn't room. For simplicity
I'll continue to draw trajectories with missing time labels.)
Suppose that this system is governed by deterministic laws. In that case, each
phase space point sits on a unique lawful trajectory. That's just a way of saying in
phase-space-ese that the state of the system at one time determines, via the laws,
the state of the system at all other times.
I've outlined a region of phase space below, and shaded most of it in:
V 2
units / sec
1-
-1 -
- - X
3
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There's a perfectly good sense in which all but a small proportion of the outlined
region is shaded. But it's not that the shaded points outnumber the unshaded ones,
since they are equal in number.10 Rather, it's that the shaded region has a much
bigger area than the unshaded region. The diagram makes clear that there's a nat-
ural way of measuring the size of regions of phase space.
This is just a toy example, but the ideas generalize. In general, a system's phase
space is a set of points, each of which represents a state for the system to be in at
a time. In general (at least for the systems of laws we'll be considering), there is
a natural way of measuring the size of regions of phase space. And in general,
deterministic laws pick out a unique lawful trajectory passing through each point
of phase space.
That's enough machinery to get started. Let's use it to visualize what's going
on when one applies the time-slice method to the dissolving rock case.
2.3.4 Picturing the time-slice method
Think back to the rock sitting in a cup of water. What actually happens is the rock
just sits there and doesn't dissolve. We can represent what happens as a trajectory
through phase space:
10The set of shaded points has the same (infinite) cardinality as the set of unshaded points.
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Phase space
In this case, the phase space has many dimensions, since the system we're con-
sidering (the entire universe) contains many particles. So the diagram is more
schematic than the diagrams of the two-dimensional phase space from the toy ex-
ample, since many dimensions have been suppressed. (Furthermore, in the toy
example, phase space is two-dimensional, so the natural way to measure the size
of a subset of phase space is by its area. When higher-dimensional phase spaces
are in play, the natural way to measure the size of a subset of phase space is by its
multidimensional volume.)
If the rock had been covered in acid at time t, would it have dissolved? To
answer (using the time-slice method), start with the actual state at t. This state
is of course represented by a point in phase space. Then consider the admissible
states-the states gotten by replacing the water with acid while avoiding gratu-
itous change. The admissible states occupy some region of phase space-call it the
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admissible region. I've shaded the admissible region below:
Phase space
If all (or virtually all) of the admissible region consists of states whose lawful fu-
tures involve the rock dissolving, then answer that the rock would have dissolved.
If not, don't.
In this case, virtually all of the admissible region does consist of states that lead
to the rock dissolving. So the time-slice method delivers the correct answer: that
the rock would have dissolved if it had been covered in acid.
Take another case: Predicto's first trick, in which the rock cools off when cov-
ered with ice water. In fact, no apple falls from the nearby apple tree during the
trick. What if one had? Well, start with the state of the world at a time in the mid-
dle of the trick. Look at the admissible states gotten from that state by detaching
one of the apples from the nearby tree. Virtually all of those states have futures in
which the rock cools off in the ice water. So if an apple had fallen from the tree, the
rock still would have cooled off.
What if a branch of that tree had waved in a slightly different manner? Same
deal: the rock would have cooled off. What if in the middle of the trick, the cup
had been one millimeter to the left of where it actually was? Still: the rock would
have cooled off. In sum, the rock's cooling-off behavior is robust with respect to
many variations in its environment.
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(Of course, the rock's cooling-off behavior is not robust with respect to every
change in its environment. If the apple tree had violently exploded, or if Predicto
had torched the cup and rock with a flamethrower, then the rock wouldn't have
cooled off.)
To recap: The time-slice method allows us to evaluate certain claims about what
would have happened if things had been different. The method correctly yields
the conclusion that Predicto's rock has and manifests dispositions that are robust
against many changes to its environment.
Now: what does any of this have to do with entropy? And by the way, what is
entropy? I'd better answer both questions, if I'm to defend my claim that it is the
increase of entropy that explains the ubiquity of the sorts of dispositions that the
rock manifests.
I'll take the second question first.
2.4 Entropy
2.4.1 Billiards
You are looking down at a huge, frictionless billiard table. On the table, 1,000,-
000,000,000,000,000,000,000 billiard balls undergo perfectly elastic collisions. I've
cheated a little in the following diagram by not drawing all of the balls:
0 O'
O Q
O 0
0O 0
You can see the table, but I can't. So I ask for an update: "What are those
billiard balls doing now?" You might reply with a complete specification of the
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state of the system at the time of my asking: "Well, the 1-ball has x coordinate 0.23,
y coordinate 0.937, x velocity -1.32, y velocity .88. The 2-ball has x coordinate .22,
y coordinate... The 486,301,133-ball has x coordinate..." Your answer would be
very long, but it would pin down the exact point in phase space that represents the
state of the system at the relevant time.1
But I'm impatient. I won't wait for such a long answer. And I don't need
to know the exact state of the system. "Don't tell me the whole story," I might
interrupt, "Just divide the table up into four quadrants, and tell me how many
balls are in each quadrant."
0OO
0 0OO
---------- 0-----D------------0------
O O
00 0O ' O
Your answer to this question wouldn't pin down the state of the system to a point
in phase space. But it would narrow the potential states to some region of phase
space.
If I were curious about the velocities of the balls rather than their positions, I
might ask instead, "Divide up the ways for a ball to move into four velocity-types:
up-left (moving up and to the left), up-right, down-left, and down-right. Now:
how many balls have each velocity-type?"
If I were curious about both the velocities and the positions of the balls, I might
ask a question that combines the two above: "For each quadrant of the table, (i)
how many balls are in that quadrant? and (ii) of those, how many have each
velocity-type?" You might, for example, answer, "All the balls are in the upper-left
l 1Never mind the fact that it would take forever just to give the full decimal expansion of any
one of these (real-valued) coordinates!
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quadrant. Forty-six of them have velocity-type up-left, and the rest have velocity-
type down-left." The answer to this sort of question narrows the state of the system
down to a somewhat smaller region of phase space.
I might want even more detailed information (but still something short of the
whole story). To give me that, instead of dividing the table into quadrants, you
might divide it into a grid, and tell me how many balls are in each rectangle of the
grid.
0
1' 0
' O O ,0 -- Q--- -r
O' © © O0 !0
O ' '' O *
O© . O
• ,O O
I I 1 0 0
Likewise, instead of dividing up the ways for a ball to move into four velocity
types, you might divide them up into many velocity types. Then, for each grid
rectangle, you could tell me (i) how many balls are in that rectangle, and (ii) of
those, how many have each velocity-type. Call a specification of this kind a macro-
specification (we'll see in §2.4.4 why the name is appropriate). Assume that we've
settled on some particular spatial grid, and some particular way of dividing up
velocity types.
A macro-specification would give me a good idea of the rough state of the bil-
liard balls. I'd be able to tell where the balls are clumped, for example. I'd also
be able to tell whether the balls in some region tend to move in some particular
direction.
Each macro-specification narrows the state of the system down to some region
of phase space-call it the macrostate associated with that macro-specification. 12
12I'11 continue in the practice-harmless in this context-of identifying the state of a system with
the phase space point that represents that state.
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The macrostates are disjoint, and together they cover all of phase space.13 But they
don't cover it evenly-some are much, much bigger than others.1 4' 15 This picture
doesn't begin to do justice to the vast differences in size among the macrostates:
Phase space
Variation in size among the macrostates is systematic. All else equal, the macro-
states in which the balls are more spread out are bigger than ones in which the balls
are clumped together. All else equal, the macrostates in which the balls are mov-
ing every-which-way are bigger than ones in which, say, all the balls are moving
to the left.16 For example, here is a state of the system which belongs to a very tiny
macrostate:
13The macrostates are disjoint because no phase space point satisfies more than one macro-
specification. They cover phase space because every phase space point satisfies at least one macro-
specification.
14The phase space diagrams that follow are best understood as diagrams of an energy hypersurface
of phase space-a subpart of phase space representing those states in which the system has some
particular fixed total energy. But this complication won't matter for the discussion in the body of
the text.
15Here my exposition follows that of [24].
16For a lucid explanation of why this is so, see [2].
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In this state, the cue ball is shooting toward the rest of the balls, which are racked
(packed together in a triangular formation).
After the cue ball hits the pack of balls, the balls begin to spread out.
o~~oOW,0 000 O0
Because the balls are more spread out in it, this state belongs to a much bigger
macrostate than the starting state. As time goes by, the balls spread out even more,
until they are roughly evenly distributed.
0 0 0 0 000 0 0
0 0
0 o
0 0 0 0
0
This state belongs to an even bigger macrostate.
Now I'm finally in a position to explain what entropy is. The entropy of a point
in phase space is a measure of the size (i.e., the volume) of the macrostate to which
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it belongs-the bigger the macrostate, the greater the entropy.17
7 8
For example, the starting state of the trajectory above is one in which the balls
are not at all dispersed. Therefore that starting state belongs to a very small
macrostate. Therefore that starting state has a very low entropy As the balls dis-
perse, the system comes to have states that belong to increasingly large macro-
states. That's the same as saying: as the balls disperse, the system's entropy in-
creases.
Here's a phase space diagram of that trajectory:
Phase space
The trajectory starts out in a small (i.e., low entropy) macrostate in the lower left,
and ends up in a bigger (i.e., higher entropy) macrostate on the upper right.
17More precisely, the entropy of a point is proportional to the logarithm of the phase space vol-
ume of the macrostate to which it belongs. The details won't matter for present purposes. Those in
the know will recognize this as the Boltzmann entropy, or the statistical mechanical entropy, in contrast
to the Gibbs entropy, which is an entirely different beast. For sound arguments that the Boltzmann
entropy is the sort of entropy appropriate for examination of the foundations of irreversible behav-
ior, see [18], [11]. For the details on the standard way of measuring phase space volumes, see [15].
18Note that entropy, so defined, crucially depends on our choice of spatial and velocity grids. One
might worry that this makes entropy objectionably interest-relative. But this worry is unfounded.
As it turns out, there are physically motivated guidelines for the size of these grids. For example,
one ought to choose a spatial grid fine enough that there are a huge number of grid rectangles,
but coarse enough that a large number of balls can fit in each rectangle. In any case, the trajectory
stability claims to which I will appeal do not depend much on the exact way the spatial and velocity
grids are chosen. The conclusions hold for all but extremely chunky or gruesome ways of dividing
up position- and velocity-space.
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2.4.2 Breaking the pack is robust
We saw that this "breaking the pack" process is an entropy-increasing process.
How robust is it? For example, if the cue-ball had started out a few inches closer
to the lower left corner of the table, would the pack still have broken up? We can
use the time-slice method to check.
Consider the admissible changed states-the ones gotten by starting with the
initial state and moving the cue ball a few inches closer to the lower left. We want
to know: what proportion of these states have futures in which the cue ball breaks
up the pack? In trajectory-speak: what proportion of these states have future trajec-
tories that lead to macrostates in which the balls disperse? Remember that macro-
states in which the balls are dispersed are much bigger than macrostates in which
the balls are bunched together.
Now for a loaded question: Where do the trajectories starting from the ad-
missible states tend to head? Do they head into one of the tiny macrostates in
which the balls are bunched together? Or do they head into one of the vastly bigger
macrostates in which the balls are more dispersed? I can't emphasize enough the
difference in scale between the sizes of these two sorts of macrostates. The com-
bined size of every balls-are-clumped macrostate is far smaller than the size of even
a single balls-are-dispersed macrostate.
The answer is clear. An overwhelming proportion of the admissible states have
future trajectories that head toward bigger macrostates, simply because bigger
macrostates take up almost all of the room in phase space.
So even if the cue ball had started a few inches closer to the lower-left corner, the
pack still would have broken up. That is, the scattering of the pack is robust against
this modest change in the initial position of the cue ball. For similar reasons, it is
robust against many other modest changes in the initial state. For example, even if
the pack had started out a bit more toward the right edge of the table, it still would
have dispersed. Moral: the breaking-the-pack process is robust.
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Note that the detailed manner in which the pack scatters is not robust. The exact
scattering pattern of the balls does depend on modest changes in the initial position
of the cue ball. But that the pack scatters somehow (as opposed to staying clumped)
is robust with respect to many modest changes in the initial state.
This example illustrates something that is true quite generally: that entropy-
increasing processes are robustly entropy-increasing. That is, a modest modifi-
cation of the initial state of an entropy-increasing process almost always yields
another entropy-increasing process. Only very special and rare modifications of
the initial state of an entropy-increasing process yield a process in which entropy
stays the same or decreases.
2.4.3 Unbreaking the pack is not robust
Now for an entropy-decreasing process. Consider the state at the end of the
breaking-the-pack process above, after the balls have scattered and bounced
around haphazardly for a while. Reverse the velocity of each ball, and use that re-
versed state as the starting state of a new process. The result is a process in which
the balls start out dispersed, but over time form themselves into a triangular-
shaped pack that ejects the cue ball to the left. In other words, watching this pro-
cess is just like watching the the breaking-the-pack process backwards. So call it
"unbreaking the pack". Here are a few snapshots:
Unbreaking the pack is perfectly lawful, but if you saw it, it would look like an
amazing coincidence: from a seemingly haphazard table, balls begin colliding in
just the right way to get them to form into a triangular-shaped pack.
Unbreaking the pack is an entropy-decreasing process. It starts in a high en-
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tropy state in which the balls are dispersed, and ends in a low entropy state in
which the balls are clumped. We just saw that breaking the pack is robust against
many modest alterations in its initial state. We're about to see that unbreaking the
pack is not at all robust.
In the starting state of the unbreaking process, the balls are dispersed all over
the table. If at that time the 8-ball had been a few inches to the right, would the
balls still have formed into a pack?
Look at the unbreaking trajectory:
This trajectory starts out in a very large macrostate-one in which the balls are
well dispersed. It moves into smaller and smaller macrostates. It ends in a very
tiny macrostate, in which the balls are racked.
Look at the admissible changed states-the ones gotten by starting with the
initial state and moving the 8-ball a few inches to the right. We want to know:
what proportion of these states have futures in which the balls form into a pack?
In trajectory-speak: what proportion of these states have future trajectories that
lead to one of the extremely tiny "balls are in a pack" macrostates?
As before, the answer is clear. An overwhelming proportion of the admissible
states have futures that lead to big macrostates. Only a tiny proportion have fu-
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tures that lead to tiny macrostates. And so only a tiny proportion have futures that
lead to macrostates in which the balls are racked.
What's going on is that the re-forming of the pack requires quite precise coor-
dination among many balls. Almost any change to the initial state messes up that
coordination. So if the 8-ball had been an inch to the right, the balls wouldn't have
formed into a pack. Instead they would have kept bouncing around haphazardly.19
That is, the re-forming of the pack fails to be robust against this modest change in
the initial position of the 8-ball. For similar reasons, it fails to be robust against
many other modest changes in the initial state. Moral: the unbreaking the pack
process is fragile.
This sort of fragility is typical of entropy-decreasing processes. Typically, a
modest modification of the initial state of an entropy-decreasing process doesn't
yield another entropy-decreasing process. Instead it yields a process in which
entropy increases (or in certain special cases remains the same). Only very rare
modifications of the initial state of an entropy-decreasing process yield a process
in which entropy stays the same or decreases.
2.4.4 From billiards to reality
The billiard table above is highly idealized. But the basic ideas remain the same
when we discuss less-idealized (but still classical nonrelativistic) systems gov-
erned by fundamental dynamical laws rather like the actual laws. (The sort of def-
inition of entropy I in §2.4.1 makes sense only in a very special case. Appendix A
discusses complications that arise when defining entropy in the context of more
realistic physics. §3.3.2 explains why the qualification concerning the fundamen-
tal dynamical laws is necessary.) Consider, for example, a hot cup of coffee in an
19Or perhaps they would have begun to re-form, but then dispersed again as the monkey-
wrench-in-the-works effects of the modified position of the 8-ball rippled outward. See §1.4.2 for
the details, which are orthogonal to the present discussion.
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isolated, cold room. As before, the phase space for the system consists of the states
for it to occupy at a time. As before, one divides that phase space into macrostates.
Each macrostate corresponds to a less-than-maximally-detailed description of the
state of the system. For example, one such description specifies the temperature of
different areas of the coffee (among other things), but not the detailed microscopic
state of the coffee.
For realistic systems, descriptions are chosen so that the points within a
macrostate differ only in microscopic respects. That's why the name "macrostate"
is appropriate.
As before, every state (equivalently: every point of phase space) belongs to
exactly one macrostate. And as before, the entropy of a state (equivalently: of a
point in phase space) measures the size of the macrostate to which it belongs.
Since realistic systems are composed of a great number of molecules, it was
reasonable for the billiard table above to contain 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
balls. (There are about that many molecules in a cup of coffee.) It's because systems
such as the coffee system are made up of so many molecules that they have very
high dimensional phase spaces. And it's because they have such high dimensional
phase spaces that their macrostates range so greatly in size.
Back to the coffee example. The coffee starts off scalding hot and the air icy
cold. Ten minutes later, the coffee has cooled a bit and the air has heated a bit.
It turns out that the final state of the system has a higher entropy than the initial
state. In other words, the final state belongs to a much larger macrostate than the
initial state does.
This example is representative. All else equal, macrostates in which everything
is lukewarm have higher entropy than ones in which there are sharp temperature
differences. More generally, the states we think of as the equilibrium states of
systems have higher entropy than the states we think of as far from equilibrium.
Examples: The state in which an ice cube has melted in a drink has higher
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entropy than one in which it has yet to melt. The state in which a rubber ball has
bounced to a stop has higher entropy than one in which it is still bouncing high.
The state in which a rock has dissolved in hydrofluoric acid has a higher entropy
than the one in which it has yet to dissolve.
Wait! I recognize that rock. That's Predicto's rock, which manifests stable dis-
positions to engage in thermodynamic changes. Back in §2.1, I claimed that it is
the increase of entropy that explains why such objects are commonplace. Now
that I've said what entropy is, it's time to defend that claim. My aim is to show
that in worlds in which entropy doesn't increase, not many objects manifest robust
dispositions to engage in thermodynamic changes.
2.5 Dispositions in worlds in which entropy doesn't
increase
If global entropy doesn't increase, then it either decreases, stays the same, or
fluctuates. The following section is about what sort of dispositions objects display
if entropy decreases. Once we take care of the decreasing-entropy case, the other
two cases will be easy So save them for later (§2.5.2). As before, I will restrict
attention to worlds with fundamental dynamical laws rather like the actual laws
(see §3.3.2 for details).
2.5.1 Worlds in which entropy decreases
What sorts of things can happen in entropy-decreasing worlds? Given our previ-
ous discussion, the answer is easy. Ice cubes form spontaneously in warm water.
Precisely coordinated ground vibrations conspire to push motionless rubber balls
into higher and higher bounces. Rocks condense in puddles of hydrofluoric acid.
More generally, systems that change thermodynamic state move away from the
states we'd normally consider their equilibrium states.
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Consider a puddle of warm water in which an ice chunk spontaneously forms.
(Doubt that such a process is permitted by the fundamental laws? Notice that
this is just the time-reverse of a process in which an ice chunk melts in a puddle
of warm water.20 ) What sort of dispositions does the half-formed chunk of ice
have? We know what the ice chunk actually does: it keeps growing bigger by
continuing to "unmelt". But what would it have done if its surroundings were
slightly different? For example, if the water in the puddle had been two degrees
colder, would the ice still have grown bigger?
The time-slice method provides an answer. Start with the state at a time when
the ice chunk is half-formed. Look at the admissible modifications of that state in
which the water is made two degrees colder. What sorts of futures do the bulk of
those changed states have?
The actual trajectory (in which the ice gets bigger) is an entropy-decreasing
one. We saw before that such trajectories are not at all robust to variation in their
initial states. We saw that perturbing the initial state of an entropy-decreasing
process almost never results in another entropy-decreasing process. Instead, it al-
most always results in an entropy-increasing process. So very few of the admissible
changed states lead to an entropy-decreasing future in which the ice chunk grows
larger. Instead, almost all of those states have entropy-increasing futures-futures
in which the ice melts.
Think back to the billiard-ball process in which scattered balls form themselves
into a pack. Perturb that process part-way through, and the balls won't manage to
get together. After the time of the perturbation, the partially formed pack won't
continue to agglomerate. Instead it will start to disperse. A corresponding thing
happens when we perturb the ice formation process part-way through.
20Here I have adopted the simplifying assumption that the laws in play are time-reversal in-
variant. However, of the fundamental dynamical laws that have been seriously considered, even
the ones that fail to be time-reversal invariant permit the spontaneous formation of ice chunks in
puddles of warm water.
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So if the water had been two degrees colder, the ice chunk would have melted.
Of course, there's nothing magic about "two degrees colder". If the water had
been two-and-a-half degrees colder, the chunk would have melted. If the water
had been slightly less salty, the chunk would have melted. If a nearby apple had
rolled in a different direction, the ice would have melted. And so on.
What we have here is a chunk of ice that is prone to melt. It's disposed to melt.
If its environment had been different in almost any way, it would have melted.
Ignore what it actually does, and it's as melty as any ice cube you've ever seen.
But for all that, it doesn't melt. Instead it grows larger by unmelting. And at
each moment, as it continues to unmelt, it continues to be disposed to melt in just
about every environment similar to its actual environment.
The ice-chunk-in-water system is representative of isolated (or almost-isolated)
systems whose entropies decrease. In each case, the system is inclined (in environ-
ments similar to its actual environment) to do some sensible entropy-increasing
thing. The hot cup of coffee in the cold room is inclined to cool. The rubber ball is
inclined to bounce less and less high. The half-dissolved rock is inclined to dissolve
in the hydrofluoric acid.
But in each case the system actually does some crazy entropy-decreasing thing:
The coffee gets hotter by absorbing heat from the cold air. The ball bounces higher
by absorbing heat energy from the ground. The rock undissolves by absorbing
minerals from the acid.
Such systems don't manifest robust dispositions to change thermodynamic
state.
The systems do have robust dispositions to change thermodynamic state in cer-
tain conditions. But they don't manifest them (even when the conditions are met).
For example, the ice chunk is disposed to melt in just about any warm-water envi-
ronment. But it doesn't melt. Instead it unmelts.
And the systems do manifest some of their dispositions to change thermody-
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namic state. But the dispositions they manifest are not robust. For example, the ice
chunk unmelts at time t. Therefore, at time t, it manifests a disposition to unmelt
if 4Ž, where "D" abbreviates a detailed specification of the state of the entire rest of
the universe at t.2 1 The disposition to unmelt if 4 is not robust because "4" is such
a specific manifestation condition. Furthermore, the rock only has that disposition
at times very near to t. At times more than about a microsecond earlier or later
than t, the rock does not have the disposition to unmelt if 4.
(By the way, I'm only talking about dispositions to change thermodynamic state
in some rather specific way. I'm not talking about highly general dispositions,
such as the disposition not to explode if put in water, or the disposition to change
thermodynamic state-somehow-if put in water. Systems in entropy-decreasing
worlds do manifest these highly general dispositions. But those sorts of disposi-
tions aren't very interesting.)
The moral is that in entropy-decreasing worlds, systems do not manifest robust
dispositions to change thermodynamic state.
2.5.2 Worlds in which entropy remains constant or fluctuates
So much for worlds in which global entropy decreases. What about worlds in
which entropy remains constant? One way for entropy to remain constant is for it
to remain at a near-maximum value. Worlds in which this happens are always in
complete equilibrium, and are hence extremely boring. The details of what consti-
tutes an equilibrium state of the world depend on the laws of nature at that world.
In the case of classical mechanics, in an equilibrium state, matter is distributed
roughly uniformly throughout the universe, and everything is at the same tem-
perature. This sort of homogeneous soup doesn't admit of much thermodynamic
21 Two qualifications. First, when we're taking relativity into account, perhaps it would suffice
to specify the state of the world in a very large region surrounding the chunk. Second, the distant
specification can be slightly less than complete. But it would still need to be horrendously detailed.
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change at all, and hence doesn't admit of objects that manifest robust dispositions
to change thermodynamically.
When different laws are in play, the equilibrium state of the world might look
very different. But it remains true that the equilibrium state doesn't admit of much
thermodynamic change.
Another possibility is that entropy remain at some low value. It's hard to
come up with interesting scenarios in which this happens, but it may be possi-
ble nonetheless. Here's a trivial example of a system in which entropy remains
low at all times. Think back to the large, frictionless billiards table from §2.4.1.
Consider a trajectory in which the balls are in a perfect row, and bounce back and
forth forever between a pair of opposite walls. 22
In this trajectory, entropy remains low, since the balls never spread out. But notice
that this trajectory is extremely unstable. If, for example, the 8-ball had been mov-
ing in a slightly different direction, it would have bumped into neighboring balls.
That would have destroyed the perfect alignment required keep the balls in line.
This example is artificial, but it illustrates that trajectories in which entropy
remains low are extremely unstable. Perturbing them in almost any way does not
yield another trajectory in which entropy remains low. Instead it yields a trajectory
in which entropy increases.
This instability means that in worlds in which entropy remains low, there is a
mismatch between how systems actually change thermodynamic state, and how
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22I owe this example to David Albert.
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they are disposed to do so. Think back to the ice chunk from the last section (the
one that inhabits an entropy-decreasing world). What the chunk actually does is
unmelt. But what it is disposed to do in similar circumstances is melt. Objects in
worlds in which entropy remains low exhibit a similar sort of mismatch. Whenever
they are disposed to change thermodynamic state in one way, they actually change
in another. They are disposed to change in an entropy-increasing way But they
actually change in a way consistent with global entropy remaining low.
The remaining sorts of worlds are mixtures of cases already discussed. For in-
stance, there are worlds in which entropy increases for a while, and then decreases.
And there are worlds in which entropy increases in one large spatial region, but re-
mains constant or decreases in some other, faraway region. The diagnoses of such
worlds are accordingly mixtures of the diagnoses of the cases above. It remains
true that in large regions in which entropy stays constant or decreases, objects do
not manifest robust dispositions to change thermodynamically.
Nelson Goodman famously noted that objects are "full of threats and promises"
[12]. He meant: objects threaten and promise to do what they are disposed to do.
The punch line of the last few sections is this: In the actual world, objects threaten
and promise to change thermodynamic state. And when appropriate conditions
arise, they follow through. But in worlds in which entropy does not increase, when
objects threaten and promise to change thermodynamic state, the threats are empty
and the promises are lies.
2.6 Indeterminism
Recall the rock that sits in a cup of water. If it had been in acid instead, would it
have dissolved? To answer using the time-slice method, one considers the admis-
sible ways of replacing the water with acid. Then one checks what proportion of
these ways have lawful futures in which the rock dissolves.
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So in order to apply the time-slice method, it has to be that each admissible
changed state has a unique lawful future. In other words, the method only is
guaranteed to apply if the laws of nature are deterministic.
But some systems of laws are not deterministic. Given the state of the world at
one time, some systems of laws allow for more than one lawful future. Of special
interest are chancy systems of laws. Given the state of the world at one time, a
chancy system of laws specifies the chances of various futures that can lawfully
follow that state. 23
It's easy to generalize the time-slice method to allow for chancy laws. To check
whether the rock would dissolve, again start by looking at the admissible changed
states. That means looking at the admissible ways of replacing the water with acid.
Each admissible state-together with the laws-determines what the chance is that
the rock would dissolve, given that state. Average together these chances. 24 If the
resulting average chance is very high, answer that the rock would have dissolved.
If not, don't. Proceed similarly in other cases.
When chancy laws are in play, it remains true that entropy-increasing trajec-
tories are robust against many modest changes in their initial conditions. And it
remains true that entropy-decreasing trajectories are not at all robust.
For example, consider a version of the billiards world from §2.4 that is gov-
erned by chancy laws. Suppose that when balls collide, there is a small amount of
random variation in the directions they'll be deflected in. Start from the following
23Some systems of laws are neither deterministic nor chancy. Given a state at a time, such systems
allow that there is more than one lawful future, but remain silent about the chances that each of
these futures would obtain. I won't worry about how to extend the time-slice method to allow for
such laws.
24Typically, there will be infinitely many admissible changed states, in which case it doesn't make
sense to take an ordinary arithmetical average. The right way to do things is to integrate these
chances over phase space, with respect to the natural way of measuring volumes of phase space.
On this standard measure-theoretic trick, see [27].
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racked state:
Ask: if the cue ball had been a few inches closer to the lower left corner of the
table, would the pack soon have dispersed? According to the generalized time-
slice method, the answer is Yes. That's because all of the admissible changed states
have a very high chance of leading to the pack soon dispersing.
Now consider an entropy-decreasing trajectory in which some scattered balls
by chance form into a pack. This trajectory is not at all robust. If, for example, the
8-ball had been moving in a slightly different direction, the balls would not have
gathered together. That's because every admissible changed state has a very small
chance of leading to the balls gathering together.
These two examples are representative. In worlds with laws of the sort we're
considering, entropy-decreasing trajectories are not at all robust-even if the laws
are chancy 25
2.7 Conclusion
In worlds in which entropy does not increase, objects never do what they're dis-
posed to do-at least when it comes to robust dispositions to change thermody-
namic state. So in order for such dispositions to be manifested (in worlds with
fundamental dynamical laws rather like the actual laws), entropy must increase.
25Indeed, if laws specify a chance distribution that is smooth with respect to the volume mea-
sure on phase space, they can guarantee that entropy-decreasing trajectories are extremely fragile-
even more fragile than corresponding trajectories in worlds with deterministic laws. On this point,
see [2].
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C4
Rocks display robust dispositions to change thermodynamic state. Rocks are
boring. But we humans also display robust dispositions to change thermodynamic
state. We do it whenever we breathe, or think, or have an experience. And humans
are interesting.
It's time to apply the above lesson about dispositions to the special case of the
dispositions that underlie conscious experience.
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Chapter 3
Experience and Entropy
3.1 Fred and Derf
In our world: Fred happily contemplates his tuna melt. His photoreceptors absorb
light reflected from the melt. He takes a big bite. Tuna juice drips down his chin.
He thinks, "Delicious!"
In the temporal inverse of our world: Derf (the temporally inverted counterpart of
Fred) sits in front of a tuna melt with a bite-shaped piece missing. His neurons
engage in the reverse of the activity that underlies Fred's thought "Delicious!"
Tuna juice climbs up Derf's chin. His arms bring the melt to his mouth, which
unchews a bite and seals it onto the melt. Meanwhile, his photoreceptors shoot
light in the direction of the melt.1
Fred has a great time eating his tuna melt. Does Derf enjoy assembling his?
How does it feel when Derf's eyes shoot light at the melt?
I claim: Derf doesn't enjoy assembling his melt. And it doesn't feel like any-
thing when light shoots out of his eyes. Derf has no experiences whatsoever. And
not just Derf. None of Derf's fellow temporally inverted creatures have any expe-
riences, either.
1i owe the image of a temporally-reversed person shooting light from his eyes to Tim Maudlin.
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And not just them. Take any world with fundamental dynamical laws rather
like ours, but in which entropy doesn't increase. Take any system in that world
that changes state by changing thermodynamically. That system doesn't have any
experiences, either.
In slogan form:
Conscious experience requires entropic increase.
That's my main claim. But I'll defend a warm-up claim first:
Temperature regulation requires entropy increase.
It makes sense to start with the warm-up claim because creatures are more com-
plicated than thermostats.
3.2 Temperature regulation
3.2.1 What it takes to regulate the temperature
There's a thermostat in my oven that regulates the oven temperature. My oven is
now set to "Bake 375". While it is so set, the thermostat ensures that the oven's
heating element is on whenever the oven temperature is low (less than 375 de-
grees), and off otherwise.
My oven's thermostat is now regulating the oven temperature. In order to do
that, it satisfies (at least) these three conditions:
1. It has the right sorts of states. Idealizing somewhat, the thermostat has two
states: ON and OFF. When the thermostat is in the ON state, the heating element
is on. When it's in the OFF state, the heating element is off.
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2. It has the right sorts of dispositions to change state. What the thermostat is
disposed to do depends on its current state, as shown:
For example, when it's the ON state, the thermostat has the robust disposition
to stay in the ON state when the temperature is low, and to move into the OFF
state otherwise. And it has the reverse dispositions when it's in the OFF state.
3. It manifests its dispositions to change state. For example, when it is in the OFF
state and the temperature is low, it moves into the ON state. When it is in the OFF
state and the temperature is high, it stays in the OFF state.
A system must meet all of these conditions in order to regulate the tempera-
ture.2 In particular, in order to regulate the temperature, it is not enough for a
system to have the right sorts of states and the right sorts of dispositions to change
state. If such a system doesn't also manifest its dispositions to change state, then
that system doesn't succeed in regulating the temperature.
For example, consider Unlucky Thermostat. Unlucky Thermostat has the same
construction as my thermostat. Unlucky is built into my friend's oven, which is
set at 375 degrees. At this moment, Unlucky is in its OFF state and the oven is
cold. Unlucky has the right sort of dispositions to change state. It is disposed
to move into the ON state when the oven temperature is low, and to stay in the
OFF state otherwise. But it doesn't display those dispositions. Instead, there is
a giant microphysical coincidence in the exact configuration of air molecules in
the oven and in the molecules that compose Unlucky. This coincidence prevents
Unlucky from going into its ON state, even though the oven is cold. Eventually
Unlucky does go into its ON state. But later, once the oven is very hot, another
microphysical coincidence prevents Unlucky from going into its OFF state, even
2It has to meet some other conditions, too, but they aren't important for present purposes.
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though it's disposed to do so.
Unlucky has the right sort of dispositions to change between its ON and OFF
states. But much of the time, it doesn't change state in accord with those disposi-
tions. Therefore, Unlucky doesn't regulate the temperature in my friend's oven.
3.2.2 How my thermostat works
Here's how the thermostat in my oven works.3 It contains a bimetal strip: a strip
consisting of two different conductive metals that have been bonded together:
When it is heated, the top part of the strip expands more than the bottom part does.
That difference makes the strip curl downwards:
The strip acts as a heat-sensitive switch. When the temperature is low, the strip lies
flat, completing a circuit that powers the oven's heating element:
This is the thermostat's ON state. When it gets hot enough, the strip curls. That
3Actually, this is how my 7T grade science teacher said a simple thermostat might work. But it
will serve our purposes.
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breaks the circuit and turns off the heating element:
This is the thermostat's OFF state.
Notice that when the thermostat changes state, it undergoes a thermodynamic
change: the parts of the strip either expand or contract when the strip changes
temperature. This fact will be important below.
3.2.3 There are no thermostats in entropy-decreasing worlds
In entropy-decreasing worlds, bimetal strips don't act as switches in temperature-
regulating systems. Such strips have the right sorts of robust dispositions to act as
temperature-sensitive switches. But they don't manifest those dispositions.
Here is a bimetal strip in an entropy-decreasing world. It is cold, flat, and
surrounded by cold air. It has the robust disposition to stay flat when surrounded
by cold air.4 So far, so good. But though the air remains cold, does the strip do
what it's disposed to do and stay flat? No! Instead, it spontaneously heats up and
curls by sucking heat from the cold air. Later the air heats up.
Bimetal strips in entropy-decreasing worlds do this sort of thing all the time.
(Doubt it? Note that spontaneous-curling process is the time-reverse of the fol-
lowing familiar one: A bent strip is surrounded by hot air. The air suddenly cools
off, then the strip cools off and flattens.) Like the chunk of ice from §2.5, when a
bimetal strip is disposed to undergo one sort of thermodynamic change, it actually
undergoes another.
Now consider an arbitrary system in an entropy-decreasing world. Does it reg-
4To check this, just apply the time-slice method from §2.3.
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ulate temperature? Suppose that the system has two states: ON and OFF. And
suppose that the system has appropriate robust dispositions to change state. If the
way the system changes state is by undergoing a thermodynamic change, then the
system does not regulate temperature. That's because (as we saw in the previous
chapter) in entropy-decreasing worlds, systems don't manifest robust dispositions
to undergo thermodynamic changes. So the system doesn't manifest its disposi-
tions to change state. And manifesting its dispositions to change state is necessary
in order for a system to regulate the temperature.
For example, suppose that the change from the system's ON state to its OFF
state involves the heating and curling of a bimetal strip. Then the system doesn't
manifest its robust disposition to stay ON when the air temperature is low. That's
because (as we just saw) in entropy-decreasing worlds, bimetal strips quite often
curl even when the temperature is low.
Moral: Restrict attention to those systems that change state by changing ther-
modynamically. In entropy-decreasing worlds, no such systems regulate the tem-
perature.
3.3 Experience
This section argues that a similar moral holds in the case of conscious experience.
The argument has two premises.
PREMISE 1 In order to have an experience, a system must manifest certain robust
dispositions to change state.
I argue for this premise in §3.3.1, below.
The second premise was the main conclusion of the previous chapter:
PREMISE 2 In worlds with fundamental laws rather like ours, but in which entropy
doesn't increase, no system manifests robust dispositions to undergo ther-
modynamic change.
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Consider any system S that changes state by undergoing thermodynamic
change. Suppose that the system inhabits a world with fundamental laws rather
like ours. It follows from PREMISE 2 that this system doesn't manifests robust dis-
positions to change state. But according to PREMISE 1, the only way to have an
experience is to manifest robust dispositions to change state. So it follows from
PREMISE 1 that S doesn't have any experiences.
In other worlds, Premises 1 and 2 together entail:
CONCLUSION In worlds with fundamental laws rather like ours, among systems
that change state by changing thermodynamically, conscious experience re-
quires the increase of entropy.
I have defended PREMISE 2 in the previous chapter. It remains only to defend
PREMISE 1.
3.3.1 Defending Premise 1
Back to Fred. Fred has a great time eating his tuna melt. What makes it the case
that Fred has such a great time is that he has an appropriate sequence of mental
states. Vastly simplifying: he starts out in a mental state that represents that there
is a melt in front of him, and that it will be delicious. In that state Fred's salivary
glands are active, and his memories of previous tuna melts are primed. Provided
certain other conditions are satisfied (for example, provided that he believes that
no one has poisoned the melt), that state disposes Fred to move his hands toward
the melt. And so on.
Fred manages to have this sequence of mental states in part by having a certain
functional organization. The functional organization of a system is the structure of
its states: what states it has, and how it is disposed to act and change state when
it is in each one. For example, this diagram from the last section illustrates the
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functional organization of a simplified thermostat:
It's a little misleading to talk of "the" functional organization of a system, since
any system instantiates many functional organizations, at different levels of de-
scription. For example, the above diagram represents the functional organization
of the thermostat at a very coarse level of description. A finer-grained character-
ization might distinguish between a state in which the thermostat's bimetal strip
is partly bent and one in which it is completely bent. Or such a characterization
might distinguish between a state in which the bimetal strip is clean, and one in
which a tiny speck of dust has settled on it. An extremely finely-grained character-
ization would distinguish between functional states of the thermostat on the basis
of any physical difference between states, however minute. On such a character-
ization, the relevant dispositions to change state would have extremely detailed
manifestation-conditions.
When evaluating whether a system counts as a thermostat, however, such a
finely-grained characterization of it functional states is not relevant. What is rele-
vant is a characterization of the system's functional organization at a coarser level
of description. What's wanted are dispositions to change state such as "Move into
the ON state when the temperature is low", and not ones such as "Move into state
493,302,302 (in which particle 1 is at position (0.1, 2.30, 2.43) ... , particle 2 is at...
whenever the state of the entire rest of the universe is t", (where "V" abbreviates
a detailed specification of the state of the entire rest of the universe).
Fred has the functional organization that he does in virtue of having a certain
sort of brain and body. Fred changes state (for example, when he starts to reach for
the melt) in virtue of his body and brain changing state. For instance, neurons fire
in his brain, he salivates, and blood flows through his muscles. Likewise, Fred has
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certain robust dispositions to change state in virtue of his brain and body having
robust dispositions to change state.
Note that Fred has fragile dispositions to change state, as well. For example, he
has dispositions whose occurrence conditions specify the exact physical state of his
environment. But these dispositions aren't relevant to Fred's functional organiza-
tion at the level of description relevant for evaluating whether Fred has conscious
experience.
In sum: Fred has experiences by manifesting certain robust dispositions to
change state.
Fred's no fluke.
Every actual creature that has experiences does so by manifesting certain dis-
positions to change state. Of course, different creatures have different functional
organizations. But every experiencing creature has some functional organization,
and changes state in roughly the way it's disposed to do so.
That's no fluke, either. In order to have an experience, it is necessary to manifest
certain dispositions to change state.
Let me illustrate this claim with some examples.
MOMENTARY MAN Momentary Man comes into existence in a giant microphysical
coincidence. He forms spontaneously out of a pile of minerals. Once he is
formed, Momentary Man has the same structure that Fred has when he is
midway through eating the melt. For one microsecond, Momentary Man is a
near-duplicate of Fred. In particular, his body and brain have all of the same
dispositions that Fred's body and brain do. At the end of that microsecond,
Momentary Man is destroyed.
While he exists, Momentary Man has all the dispositions to change state that are
required in order to have an experience. But he doesn't exist long enough for those
dispositions to be manifested. For example, no neural signals are transmitted dur-
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ing his existence, and the state of his body changes only negligibly So Momentary
Man never undergoes any experience.
We often attribute phenomenal states to subjects at particular times. We say
things such as, "Fred is enjoying his tuna melt at time C." Such sentences make
it superficially sound as though Fred's "enjoyment at t" depends only on what's
going on with Fred at t. But this superficial appearance is misleading. Enjoying
a tuna melt is an experience that involves changes that occur over an interval of
time. Part of what is required in order for Fred to enjoy his tuna melt at t is for
Fred to be in appropriate states at times surrounding t.
For example, it is widely thought that many of the brain's computational states
are realized by neurons firing at particular rates. If that's right, then in order for
Fred to be enjoying his melt at t, certain of his neurons must be firing at particular
rates at t. But the proposition that some neuron is firing at rate r at t concerns more
than just what's going on at t. That proposition concerns what the neuron is doing
at a time interval surrounding t-a time interval that is larger than the time it takes
for a neuron to fire once. That time interval is much longer than a microsecond.
So Momentary Man doesn't exist long enough for any of his neurons to have well-
defined firing rates.
The upshot is that Momentary Man fails to undergo any experience because he
fails to be in appropriate functional states at times closely surrounding the short
interval during which he exists.
Another example:
SHUFFLED MAN Chop up Fred's life into temporal stages, each of which is a mi-
crosecond long. Now shuffle the stages around in a random order and re-
assemble them. That's roughly what Shuffled Man's life is like.
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AI
S1 microsecond
T-
Time Fred's life Shuffled Man's life
In more detail: Shuffled Man's life starts the same way that Momentary
Man's does. For a microsecond, he is a near duplicate of Fred. During that
microsecond, his body and brain have the same dispositions that Fred's body
and brain do. But at the end of the microsecond, a giant microphysical co-
incidence suddenly puts him into the state that Fred was in an hour ago.
After another microsecond, another coincidence puts Shuffled Man into the
state Fred will be in next year. Shuffled Man continues in this way: every
microsecond, a coincidence gets him to change state in a way that is contrary
to his dispositions.
At any moment of time, Shuffled Man has all the dispositions to change state that
are required in order to have an experience. But he never manifests those disposi-
tions. As a result, there's a mismatch between his functional organization and the
sequence of states that he actually occupies. For this reason, Shuffled Man doesn't
have any experiences.
These examples make PREMISE 1 plausible. They make it plausible that in order
to have an experience, it's not enough to have the right sort of dispositions to
change state. One also needs to actually change one's state in accord with those
dispositions.
Note that PREMISE 1 is the claim that manifesting certain dispositions is necessary
in order for a system to have an experience. This is much weaker than the claim
that manifesting such dispositions is necessary and sufficient for having an experi-
ence. That stronger claim is a version of the controversial doctrine of functionalism.
One need not accept functionalism in order to endorse PREMISE 1.
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3.3.2 The scope of the conclusion
Having defended Premises 1 and 2, we're in a position to draw the main conclu-
sion:
CONCLUSION In worlds with fundamental laws rather like ours, among systems
that change state by changing thermodynamically, conscious experience re-
quires the increase of entropy.
This conclusion is qualified in two ways. It concerns only worlds with fundamen-
tal laws like ours, and only systems that change state by changing thermodynam-
ically Why the qualifications? Why not just say:
Conscious experience requires the increase of entropy
The qualification about the laws is necessary because in worlds with strange
laws, all hell can break loose. For example, I've relied throughout on the notion of
entropy. But there are worlds in which there is no well-defined notion of entropy
at all.
Another example: In the previous chapter, I argued that entropy-decreasing
trajectories are fragile-that small modifications of an entropy-decreasing process
rarely result in another entropy-decreasing process. That argument is plausible in
worlds with fundamental dynamical laws rather like those of our world. But it is
not plausible with respect to worlds with very strange dynamical laws.
The qualification about thermodynamic change is also necessary. Consider a
system that has a complicated functional structure, but which doesn't change state
by changing thermodynamically For example:
ROCK COMPUTER Rock Computer inhabits a world in which entropy decreases. It
consists of a gigantic arrangement of inert chunks of rock floating in space.
Rock Computer's functional states are realized by different arrangements of
the rocks. Its state changes when the rocks orbit into new arrangements.
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Rock Computer doesn't change state by changing thermodynamically, since
the mere orbiting of inert rocks involves only negligible thermodynamic change.
I have no idea whether it is possible for a system like Rock Computer to instan-
tiate the sort of functional organization that would allow it to have experiences.
But CONCLUSION does nothing to rule out such a possibility. That's because Rock
Computer manifests robust dispositions to change state. So (for all the argument
shows), Rock Computer has experiences even though it inhabits an entropy-
decreasing world.
So CONCLUSION has two significant qualifications, and both are required. Nev-
ertheless, CONCLUSION applies to a very wide range of systems. Systems such
as Rock Computer operate on utterly different principles than the ones that any
known computer or creature do. For example, when Fred changes state, he cer-
tainly does so by changing thermodynamically. The firing of neurons, the pump-
ing of blood, and the operation of salivary glands-these involve temperature and
pressure changes, chemical reactions, or the diffusion of substances from higher to
lower concentration. Every biological process we know of involves some sort of
thermodynamic change. So Derf and his fellow time-reversed organisms change
state by changing thermodynamically. Therefore, CONCLUSION entails that none of
these creatures have experiences.
It is a controversial matter whether the increase of entropy has much to do with
conscious experience. John Earman seems skeptical of such a connection when he
writes:
One rather strong and interesting claim which has been made on behalf
of entropy is that the entropic behavior of branch systems dictates the
choice of the future direction for time which human beings make; for,
it is claimed, (a) human beings could not long survive in an environ-
ment in which entropy is on the decrease, and/or (b) the functioning of
the biological mechanisms which underlie our perception of time order
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and our sense of the flow of time depend in an essential way upon the
entropic behavior of branch systems. These claims are as crude as they
are bold; for, so far as I now, there is little or no scientific evidence to
support them, and the evidence we do have suggests that perception of
time order is more subtle and complex than (b) would have it. [7]
I agree that claim (b) is crude. But as we've seen, there is reason to think it is true.
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Appendix A
Entropy and Current Physics
The definition of entropy I gave in §2.4.4 makes sense only in a very special case:
the nonrelativistic classical mechanics of a finite number of point-particles whose
evolution is Hamiltonian. It required a phase space equipped with a natural vol-
ume measure, and a system of laws specifying a volume-preserving flow through
that phase space.
But we know that nonrelativistic classical mechanics isn't right. What happens
to that definition when more realistic laws are in play? The definition can be ex-
tended in a natural way to orthodox nonrelativistic quantum mechanics. In that
case, a Hilbert space plays the role of phase space. Instead of arbitrary regions of
the phase space, we are interested in subspaces of it. We can use the dimensional-
ity of a subspace as a measure of its size. Once we've done so, the Schr6dinger
equation determines a size-preserving evolution through that space.1
The classical picture above assumed that the laws specify a flow through a fixed
phase space. But (at least in the first instance), the laws of general relativity do not
fit into that framework [32]. By making approximations, it is sometimes possible
to finesse this issue. For example, physicists sometimes examine the relativistic
behavior of a system by pretending that it is embedded in an spacetime that is
1For details, see [32].
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"asymptotically flat"-nearly flat far away from the system under study. Then
they can foliate spacetime into many spacelike hypersurfaces, and treat the state
of each hypersurface as a "state-at-a-time".
Furthermore, it is expected that a general treatment of relativistic statistical-
mechanical entropy would require a quantum-mechanical theory of gravitation
[32]. Such a theory has been notoriously elusive.
Gravitational entropy is an active area of research. For example, [29] (work-
ing in the framework of quantum field theory in curved spacetime) gives a way of
understanding the statistical mechanical entropy of a black hole that is in equilib-
rium. [13] reviews work on the statistical mechanical entropy of black holes from
the standpoint of string theory.
To my knowledge, no one has fully worked out how to accommodate statistical-
mechanical entropy within current physical theory (For a similar verdict see [5].)
Nevertheless, physicists are loath to treat the laws of thermodynamics as funda-
mental, and have made progress accommodating statistical mechanical entropy
into contemporary theories in certain special cases.
I can't use a general notion of statistical-mechanical entropy that figures in our
most current fundamental physical theories. There just isn't such a notion-at
least, not yet. But physicists are seeking such a notion: see the papers contained
in [31], as well as [6]. Furthermore, many think they'll succeed. For example,
Roger Penrose sometimes writes as though it is generally understood how to treat
gravitational entropy as the volume of an appropriate region of phase space [24].
This suggests that he, at least, believes that such a treatment is possible.
So for present purposes, I have treated only the case of nonrelativistic classical
mechanics. It's the most realistic theory in which the details of statistical mechani-
cal entropy have been fully worked out. I adopt as working hypotheses (1) that the
laws of our world admit of a statistical-mechanical notion of entropy, and (2) that
this notion of entropy supports those dynamical assumptions on which I have de-
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pended (for example, the assumption that decreasing-entropy trajectories are very
unstable with respect to variations in their initial conditions).
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